
Hello Mr. President of the Russian Federation,
Mr. Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin

Europe, Portugal, Lisboa
European Political Prisoner

Mr. Peter Gottwald

Hello, my name is Peter Gottwald, coming from the Czech Republic, European political prisoner
and a supporter  of  the political  direction  of  the One World and World Diamond of  Europe (a
common international  sovereignty over  the  land through European countries).  First,  certainly I
would like to wish good luck and health in the new year. I wish you good luck and good success in
your personal new year. Sixty-two year of life is characterized by a significant age Intelligent and
strength, so it's respectable and important, especially for the President of the Russian Federation, the
man who today must resist European pressure and keep his land, the land you a couple of times was
able to bring the threat of bankruptcy. I wish you luck in your new year of life and I hope you are
well spent a birthday in the Russian taiga. Certainly beautiful and interesting place, ideal for the
development of the intellect and the mind. At the same time, I want to apologize for it that I've
answered your birthday late in case, I'm now blocked and I must not communicate frequently, I
often blocked. My attempt to write you a letter is impossible and robbing every day. At the same
time the letter, the letter of this day, I do want to congratulate the success of your nation, several
scientific groups against Ebola, Found new possibilities for the fight against Ebola. New means to
prevent the spread of the virus and probable cure for ebola virus. Stopped by Ebola virus is certainly
a good step for mankind. It's certainly a good step for your country. At the same time, today I want
to also remind your ability, to generate greater cooperation with the world, eliminating the threat
from European and American sanctions, the possibility of removing illegal policy of Europe. Even
approve it too I, European politics, it's fascist policy that is based on the desire to publicly rob the
whole world and will do so until today sistematily killed 215 million small children. Therefore, I
hope that you will use my offer to create greater cooperation and enhanced political cooperation in
the  form of  international  sovereignty  in  Europe.  My offer  is  again  the  request  to  support  the
constitution  of  the  World  Diamond  of  Europe,  the  constitution  that  aims  to  unite  all  the
governments  of  the  countries  on  the  planet  Earth,  form  joint  sovereignty  and  ensure  better
international development and cooperation. Development that will soon be a lot more successful
than shorter development from today Fascist Europe. It is on offer at who I expect that you will
want to use, I now expect that the whole world will want use this offer. It is again one of the best
step for mankind, since Babylonia a few thousand years back. It's convenient step for your country,
ruble reinforcements,  investors will  start  to have confidence in your  economy and politics,  US
understand that they may not abuse the right, Europe will soon be removed without conflict, the
whole world would support my offer, Europe will be partly international territory. The whole world
will be happy and conflict-free, the world may be more advanced and more important. Sure I want
to  invite  you  to  a  joint  session  of  all  the  governments  of  the  countries  on  the  planet  Earth.
Therefore, I expect your support too. A new political movement that will be more important than
European politics. Important for me and for my future Earth, for you, for your country, for the
whole world to be kept in fear to speak against Europe. It is therefore important new movement
which will be worth a new trend for greater importance to mankind. Everyone can be proud of the
fact that he has a chance to participate on this collaboration. at the same time today, when pride is it



certain that this cooperation will start for many new and powerful and successful measures which
will support all humankind on planet Earth, each person will be celebrating this step. Next, when
this project will be started under the name,, World Diamond of Europe ', then there will be creation
of many new projects around the world, projects for strength politics and society, economy and
values greater stability, international cooperation and policy purity. Certainly today I can fight for
good with the successes of China and mutually medial, political and security support. The same, I
wish you good success  in  in  cooperation with BRICS and India,  where  there have been good
business contacts and cooperation. Greet will also success in the course of promoting European
cooperation Asia, it is certainly a step in order to strengthen the policy. My steps are similar, my
step is more advanced in many ways and in the future I want to support the value of politics and
law. Sure wish you good success in the future may lead to an alliance between a common plan and
we together with other extend our policy to another continent. Create a large world unity. Today, it
is certain that the European policy and is not dangerous to the future simple to remove it, to avoid
bad consequences. We will soon remove too bad threats from the USA because the USA will not
have enough courage to support Europe and thus endanger the whole world a nuclear world war,
maybe  the  new  World  War  which  will  be  based  on  much  worse  tech  than  nuclear  weapons.
Therefore, I think the USA also deserves any punishment in the form of a penalty. Today I'll write
another letter to the land of the People's Republic of China at the same time for the countries of
India and subsequently for the Republic of Cuba. Then, for many, other country. I would have liked,
and I want to ask you if you supported in the direction of expansion of the International Security
and garner support for my proposal for an International Convention JD safety. It is an agreement
which has significant value and may soon create the strongest security association on the planet
Earth. The Security Association that is functional and has no value as the UNSC, the UNSC society
that is unable to ensure peace, security, the balance of policy and justice, an immediate response.
UNSC not able to group so that could be responsible for such problems, and especially not for a
world policy which has no political or relatedness. My plan according to my design can be used for
immediate  guarantee  of  security  in  Iraq,  in  Libya,  in  many other  countries  abroad,  mainly  in
Europe. If ISC of JD will be based on their success, then Europe will lose all value and creation of a
new more significant for the whole world valuable policy. Today I want to also ask about possible
assistance and support to the Republic of Iraq and Libya. These are the countries for which I now
wrote a short letter. I have many plans and strategies to immediately obtain support from Nation's,
while in a few hours, remove the terrorist movements in the values of several thousand members. If
there was the release of my personal prison, then the nation of Iraq and Libya are safe. At the same
time, I can get a new kingdom and promote development throughout the world, because I believe
that if  you will support my offer, then the whole world will  support your policy.  We may find
themselves conveniently partners. Recently carried a notice your efforts to communicate with the
Republic of Cuba,, with President Raul Castro and his brother Fidel Castro. United States a few
decades years without full reason blocked the Republic of Cuba and robbed your country and many
other nations, particularly the Republic of Cuba on strong values. I am now in a situation where the
USA support Europe. In my opinion, this support also against me and therefore against the world.
It's to the full truth, support for the worst acts against the values of humanity, since the formation of
the planet Earth. If my words are confirmed, then I will seek the return of such fact and forwarded
to the punishment for anyone who values such bad against humanity supports. At the same time, I
have a domain from the USA partly knew about the current situation in Iraq and in Libya, because it
supported and allowed to form.  Today,  I'm interested  in  starting attempt to  cooperate  with the
Government the Republic of Cuba. Government of the country the Republic of Cuba had to live in a
similar situation as I have to live from my childhood, strongly similar situation and life. At the same
time, the Republic of Cuba's territorial position which in my view is very beautiful and admired
since my childhood. It's a beautiful place, someone may say it is a place in the form of paradise. It's
a place that I've always wanted to visit central Caribbean, at best, to start her my kingdom for a free
islands or in vacant territories of the Caribbean Sea to create new territory. Therefore, I'll ask Mr.
Raul Castro on cooperation in the project One World and united with. We can then start a new



development of land that will be worth several trillion, and soon hundreds of trillions of euros,
much more. Mr. President of the Republic of Cuba is now fully in the same situation and therefore
we can we can we have both a lot to talk about. For example, the development of Cuban land and
improving internal values, international politics and even the possibility of joint surpass all values 
of the United Nations. Today I also want to say that Central America is a beautiful country, a place
in which I always had a desire to establish my kingdom for some free island or in a free zone of sea
on  an  artificial  island  or  underwater.  A place  for  my  kingdom,  one  of  my  country.  Centralni
Caribbean is also the position where it is known also to your policy and cooperation, for example,
recently in  Nicaragua where  you supported  excavated  the canal  from the Pacific  Ocean to the
Caribbean Sea.  Today I  have too many plans  for Nicaragua,  regards the use of the canal  as  a
transport route, while support for internal agriculture, consequential steps to stop famine or food
shortage in
 Nicaragua. Part of my plan is to create an international and an artificial island which is based on a
common policy of all countries and free political territory, internal constitution of the ED, internal
economy, free communication options, many more. It's one of my proposal for the creation of other
international political  and civilizational centers can be for example in  the areas of the Atlantic
Ocean,  the  Pacific  and  the  Southern  Ocean  between  India,  Africa,  Asia  and  Australia.  New
international political center that can be used for international conferences, guided by international
world governmental sovereignty under the constitution of Empire Diamond (ED subjects of the
Federation) and together we will extend their own common values. It is a value that can be totaling
several trillion euros. Projects and values which are then distributed among the other countries that
cooperate on guided sovereignty under the constitution ED. Soon will be taken atolls that merges.
The two atolls in the South and the North Atlantic, the two atolls in the South and the North Pacific,
two atolls in the eastern and western Indian Ocean. Each atoll will be connected to each other for
the pipelines for transport. The special form of the transport tube site. Transport is able to create a
speed of 7 to 10 thousand kilometers per hour. Therefore, a ride on the North Pacific Atoll and Atoll
in the North Atlantic across the southern Indian Ocean atolls, such a ride will take about several tens
of minutes, as well as a ride through Paris in France, NY in New York State, Moscow, Russia. Each
center will be connected together and everyone can take advantage of free political communication,
expand economic markets and shops, enjoy the freedom and resorts on the islands, entertainment
and mass to move around the world. A similar Atol I intend to create also in Central America, the
Caribbean, for example, from the remnants of the Nicaraguan soil  of the remains of the trench
Nicaraguan canal between the east and west. It will be a novel and advantageous step for world
politics at the same time it will be a significant step for the other countries in Central America and
benefits of financial development or a project of international cooperation between states in the
central Caribbean. I too will expect that you will support the creation of these atoll and new options
for international policy. Today it is an option that is dependent on many options today one of the
main and Nearest it is in Iraq, Libya, Western Sahara or Palestine. Countries in which it is possible
to acquire the right to I led sovereignty and also took advantage of this opportunity to remove the
fascist,  terrorist  Europe's  political  circle,  created so many other important step for all  mankind.
Today Palestine is a strong deterrence and enslavement, destruction with the help of genocide by
Israel. Israel is a country which starts today hate every Israeli recognition around the world. Any
person who recognizes the Jewish religion,  they now cease to be pride for their  country Israel,
especially the government of Israel. That same western Sahara in which for a long time should be
introduced to my sovereignty and under much more than 90% support from the peoples in the
country and international policies. In both cases, it is a situation which again supports the USA
against me. Therefore, I believe that the United States will begin again to support me against the
situation in Iraq. Europe too well against me. The same will also come to Libya because here is my
simple victory and bring my strong success against Great Britain. God Zel, I am worried about
Libya, because the airport was recently stolen 15 aircraft, in terms of aircraft that can be used to
reconstruct a new weapon that is capable of intercontinental strike, with the power of destruction of
3,000,000 kilometers per hour for one ton or hundred kilograms of charge. Therefore, it is possible



that Libyan terrorists stole those airplanes that they fabricated a terrorist weapon. Since I recently
obevil new movement in several compatible direction, towards Libya and constantly in Europe,
then in my opinion Europe are familiar enough information oz organizing such a Thefts that was
used to ensure the possibility to threaten the entire world, threats from Europe because Europe is
today the official world terrorist who will soon be brutal and even laws against punishment without
any human rights. Therefore, I can say that it is good that your country has initiated cooperation
with  African  governments  and south  by South  Americans,  so  that  the  opening of  international
cooperation against terrorism, cooperation that will  promote security and peace,  political  power
against terrorism. If you, today you fear from Europe or USA, then it is good that you have used my
offer and the problem will be immediately removed from Europe. This proposal will be quickly
supported by the whole of Africa and South America, many countries in Asia and some parts of
Europe. Europe will be immediately blocked and will not therefore possess the courage to stand up
against the world, especially if Europe is in a crushing envelopment. USA will own a lot of fear to
oppose  against  Justice  and international  laws  that  are  in  effect  today and in  the  future.  If  the
beginning of cooperation in the form of my proposal, ISC of JD, then the whole world will removed
from terrorism and danger. Each government land that will work so then get the value of the army, a
few tens trillion euros in cooperation with the ISC of JD. It is a major, preferably by a strategy that
best step for mankind on planet Earth, in the future of humanity and our history. At the end of my
letter, I want to thank you for your patience and forgiveness for the late reply for your birthday.
Today we  also  thank  you  for  casi  support  if  you  are  willing  and  perhaps  also  for  our  future
cooperation. Thank you and good luck. It is good that your government launched an interest in
communicating with the President of Ukraine. It is convenient for your country and international
policies. It is a great advantage for world peace and stability of world politics. Today is a big shame
of having to go to the island of Crimea removed with the help of your strategy it is possible to get
the island by legalnejsich strategies and procedures without risk of death or danger separatists. I
certainly with the occupation of territories disagree else, so I hope that your country will in the
future take such other steps, and use the opportunity to promote world peace and security, stability
policy and greater possibilities for mankind, features that give bigger and bigger profits for the
entire world and also for your country.
At the same time, I do want to ask you realized that here in my direction and Europe, this is a
problem in terms of the future of all mankind. This is not about problems in the values of male and
silly or stupid argument. Therefore, I ask for your support in the direction of justice, law and justice
at the same time as necessary for humankind. Europe today is the worst incident in the history of
mankind and can not overtake.

Thank you for your time and I wish you good luck.

Thank you, from Regards, 
Peter Gottwald. 
@petergottwald


